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In this publication, we have summarised important financial reporting and regulatory updates relevant for the year ended 31 March 2022 from the Securities and Exchange Board of India
(SEBI), the Ministry of Corporate Affairs (MCA), the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India (ICAI) and the Reserve Bank of India (RBI).
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1. Amendments to Related Party Transactions (RPTs) provisions
SEBI through various circulars and
notifications has made amendments and
issued clarifications w.r.t RPTs under SEBI
(Listing Obligations and Disclosure
Requirements) Regulations, 2015 (Listing
Regulations). These amendments are as
below:
– On 9 November 2021, SEBI notified
amendments to related party framework
through SEBI Listing Regulations (Sixth
Amendment) Regulations, 2021 (the
amendment). The amendments mainly
pertain to the following areas:

a. Definition of related parties and RPTs
b. Enhanced disclosures
c.

Materiality threshold and shareholders'
approvals for RPTs

d. Audit committees approval.

Effective: These amendments were
applicable in a phased manner, with
certain amendments coming into effect
from 1 April 2022 and remaining
amendments are effective from 1 April
2023.
– On 22 November 2021 and 7 January
2022, SEBI issued a circular specifying
the disclosure obligations for listed
entities (including High Value Debt
Listed Entities (HVDLEs)) in relation to
RPTs.The circulars describe the
information to be placed before the
audit committee and the shareholders
for consideration of RPTs, and the
format for disclosure of RPTs to stock
exchanges on a six-monthly basis. The
provisions of these circulars are
effective from 1 April 2022.

Key amendments are:

New definition of RPTs

New definition of a related party

Transaction involving a transfer of resources,
services or obligations between:

a. Any person or entity forming part of the
‘promoter’ or promoter group’ of the
listed entity (effective from 1 April 2022)
b. Any person or any entity, holding equity
shares in the listed entity either directly
or on a beneficial interest basis as
prescribed under section 89 of the
Companies Act 2013 (2013 Act) at any
time during the immediately preceding
financial year:
– 20 per cent or more (effective from 1
April 2022)
– 10 per cent or more (effective from 1
April 2023)

– On 30 March 2022 and 8 April 2022, SEBI
issued certain clarifications on the
applicability of the above provisions.
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a. A listed entity or any of its subsidiaries
on one hand and a related party of the
listed entity or any of its subsidiaries on
the other hand (effective from 1 April
2022)
b. A listed entity or any of its subsidiaries
on one hand, and any other person or
entity on the other hand, the purpose and
effect of which is to benefit a related
party of the listed entity or any of its
subsidiaries (effective from 1 April 2023).
The above transactions would be considered
as RPTs regardless of whether a price has
been charged.
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1. Amendments to RPT provisions
Requirement to obtain prior approval of the
Audit Committee of a listed entity

Revised materiality threshold and approval
mechanism for RPTs from shareholders

a. All RPTs and subsequent material
modifications require prior approval of
the audit committee. An audit committee
needs to define material modifications
and disclose it as part of the policy on
materiality of RPTs and on dealing RPTs.

a. A RPT would be considered material, if
the transaction entered into individually
or taken together with previous
transactions during a financial year,

b. A RPT to which a subsidiary of a listed
entity is a party but the listed entity is not
a party if the value of such transaction
whether entered into individually or
taken together with previous transactions
during a financial year exceeds threshold
of:
•

•

10 per cent of the annual consolidated
turnover in accordance with the last
audited financial statements of the
listed entity (effective from 1 April
2022)
10 per cent of the annual standalone
turnover in accordance with the last
audited financial statements of the
subsidiary (effective from 1 April
2023).

i.

exceeds INR1,000 crore or

ii. 10 per cent of the consolidated
annual turnover of the listed entity as
per last audited financial statements
of the listed entity, whichever is
lower (effective from 1 April 2022).
b. All material RPTs and subsequent
material modifications of such
transactions require prior approval of the
shareholders of a listed entity (effective
from 1 April 2022).
For a detailed overview of the amendments,
please refer KPMG in India’s First Notes on
‘SEBI notified amendments to Related Party
Transactions’ dated 24 December 2021

Additional clarifications
SEBI through circulars dated 30 March 2022
and 8 April 2022, issued clarifications on the
applicability of the RPT provisions, as below:
– Fresh approval not required from the
shareholders: For an RPT that has been
approved by the audit committee and
shareholders prior to 1 April 2022, fresh
approval from shareholders is not
required.

Where the shareholders’ approval of
omnibus RPTs is obtained in an Annual
General Meeting (AGM) then it would be
valid up to the date of the next AGM for a
period not exceeding 15 months. In case
omnibus approvals for material RPTs is
obtained from shareholders in general
meetings other than AGMs then such
omnibus approval would be valid for one
year.

– RPT approved by the audit committee
before 1 April 2022 which continues
beyond such date and becomes material
as per the revised materiality threshold:
These transactions are required to be
placed before the shareholders in the first
general meeting held after 1 April 2022.
– Omnibus approval by audit committee:
The RPT for which the audit committee
has granted omnibus approval, are
required to be placed before the
shareholders if it is material in terms of
Regulation 23(1) of the Listing
Regulations.
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1. Amendments to RPT provisions
Key takeaways
The amendments issued by SEBI aim to
widen the gamut of related parties and
strengthen the related approval and
disclosure processes to assist the audit
committee and shareholders to make
informed decisions with respect to RPTs.
Similar to the amendments to the Listing
Regulations with effect from 8 September
2021, the new framework for RPTs is also
applicable to HVDLEs on a ‘comply or
explain’ basis upto 31 March 2023 and on a
mandatory basis with effect from 1 April
2023.
Some of the key considerations with regard
to the amendments are:

Definition of related parties
•

Threshold of shareholding for
promoter/promoter group removed: The
new RPT framework makes inclusion of
promoters and promoter group entities
(irrespective of their shareholding in the

listed entity) mandatory in the definition
of a related party. This is likely to help
enable greater transparency of such
transactions and better vigilance by the
audit committee.
•

Any person holding 20 percent or
more/10 per cent or more:
Persons/entities that are not part of the
promoter or promoter group, may
exercise influence over the decisions of
the listed entity by virtue of their
shareholding. This requirement gets
further stringent from 1 April 2023, when
persons/entities with a shareholding of
10 per cent or more in the listed entity
will get covered in the definition of
‘related party’.
Under the amended definition, only the
shareholders with a holding of 20 per
cent or more (from 1 April 2022) or 10 per
cent or more (from 1 April 2023) would
be considered as ‘related parties’, and

entities controlled by them would not be
considered for such classification.
Further, it appears that shareholding of
individual entities, unless two or more
persons/entities are acting in concert, in
which case it would require careful and
detailed evaluation while identifying
related parties. SEBI should provide
further clarification on this matter.

•

Definition of RPTs
•

Scope of RPTs has been enlarged: It was
observed by the regulators that recently,
certain innovative structures have been
used to avoid classification of
transactions as RPTs and thus avoid the
associated regulatory compliance and
disclosure requirements. Accordingly,
SEBI amended the definition of RPTs to
strengthen it and broaden it to include
transactions which are undertaken,
whether directly or indirectly, with the
intention of benefitting related parties.
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Transactions that indirectly benefit
related parties will be considered as RPT:
SEBI has widened the landscape of RPTs,
and the changes in related party
definition have increased the compliance
burden on companies to identify related
parties and RPTs. Management and audit
committees as part of their oversight role
will now need to strengthen the
processes to detect any such transaction
undertaken with seemingly unrelated
parties, and apply judgement to
determine the transactions that
ultimately benefit a related party of the
entity or of any of its subsidiary, and
maintain proper documentation to this
effect.
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1. Amendments to RPT provisions
Key takeaways
Approval process
•

•

Determining and approving material
modifications to RPT: The amendments have
now harmonised the requirements of the Listing
Regulations, with those prescribed in the 2013
Act. Accordingly, as per the amendments, audit
committees of companies will now need to
define what constitutes a ‘material modification’
of an RPT, and include it in its policy on dealing
with RPT as prescribed under regulation 23(1).
Further, prior approvals of the audit committee
and shareholders (in case of a material RPT) will
be required before any material modifications
are made to an RPT.
Prior approval of audit committee and onus on
IDs increases: Prior approval of an audit
committee of a listed entity would be
mandatory for transactions carried out between
a listed entity, any of its subsidiary (whether the
subsidiary is based in India or outside India) and
a related party of the listed entity or its
subsidiaries (whether these are based in or
outside India). An audit committee approval

would also be required for any transaction
between listed entity, its subsidiaries and any
other person or entity if its purpose and effect is
to benefit a related party of the listed entity or
any of its subsidiaries. Additionally, all
subsequent material modifications to RPTs will
require prior approval of an audit committee.
This means that the onus on IDs has increased.
With effect from 1 January 2022, members of
the audit committee who are IDs are entrusted
to approve RPT. Therefore, IDs will have to
spend a significant portion of their time in
determining and reviewing ‘related party
relationships’ and RPTs.
Companies would need to establish a process to
identify related parties in all its subsidiaries,
identify transactions entered into with them,
and understand if the purpose of any
transactions is to benefit a related party,
especially in a complex structure where a listed
entity may have a number of subsidiaries.
Consequently, a company's management, its
board including audit committee and

independent directors need to look deeper into
transactions that traditionally would not have
been classified as RPTs taking into account the
end beneficiary of the transactions.
Management of companies will now need to
satisfy the IDs that all related parties and RPTs
have been identified, and provide sufficient
information and explanation with
regard to these transactions,
which will enable IDs to provide
timely approvals.
Further, for entities that obtain omnibus
approvals of the audit committee for RPTs, the
approval is generally obtained for a period of
one financial year. With the amendments to the
definition of related party and RPT getting
effective 1 April 2022, there may be certain new
transactions which will now be covered within
the ambit of RPT. Entities should plan to obtain
an omnibus approval for such ‘new’
transactions from their audit committees prior
to 1 April 2022.
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1. Amendments to RPT provisions
Key takeaways
•

Increase in the number of transactions falling
•
within the ambit of RPTs: As per the
amendment, the threshold for RPTs requiring a
prior approval of the audit committee has been
reduced. The new threshold are 10 per cent of
the consolidated turnover of the listed entity
(applicable from 1 April 2022) and 10 per cent
of the standalone turnover of subsidiary
(applicable from 1 April 2023). The threshold of
10 per cent of the standalone turnover of
subsidiary could be fairly low in comparison to
consolidated turnover in certain situations. This
is likely to increase the number of transactions
to be approved by an audit committee.

Prior approval of shareholders: As per the
amendment, prior approval of shareholders is
required for material RPTs and material
modifications to such RPTs. Thus, entities will
now need to identify and plan the RPTs during
a period and take approval from shareholders
before entering into such transactions. Listed
companies may need to hold additional
meetings (extraordinary general meetings) to
get approvals of shareholders for new
transactions that fall in the ambit of related
parties.

(Source: SEBI notification no. SEBI/LAD-NRO/GN/2021/55 dated 9 November 2021, SEBI circular no.SEBI/HO/CFD/
CMD1/CIR//P/2021/ 662 dated 22 November 2021 and SEBI circular no.SEBI/HO/DDHS/DDHS_Div1/P/CIR/2022/0000000006
dated 7 January 2022, SEBI clarification SEBI/HO/CFD/CMD1/CIR/P/2022/40 dated 30 March 2022,
SEBI/HO/CFD/CMD1/CIR/P/2022/47 dated 8 April 2022)
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2. Mandatory BRSR reporting for top 1,000 listed companies from FY 2022-23
and other key amendments to the Listing Regulations
On 5 May 2021, SEBI issued various
amendments to SEBI Listing Regulations.
These are effective from 6 May 2021.
Following are some of the key amendments
to the Listing Regulations:
Business Responsibility and Sustainability
Report (BRSR)
SEBI issued the following amendments
relating to Business Responsibility Report
(BRR):
–

The BRR would be applicable to the top
1,000 listed entities (by market
capitalisation) until financial year 2021-22

–

With effect from financial year 2022-23,
top 1,000 listed entities would be
required to submit BRSR instead of BRR
in the format prescribed by SEBI

–

The top 1,000 listed entities (by market
capitalisation) can report BRSR on a
voluntary basis for financial year 2021-22.

On 10 May 2021, SEBI prescribed the format
of BRSR along with the guidance
note to enable companies to interpret

the scope of disclosures required to be
provided in the report.
Also refer to KPMG in India’s First Notes on
‘Mandatory BRSR reporting for top 1,000
listed companies from FY2022-23’ dated 8
June 2021

implementation, periodic review of such
policy, review of the appointment,
removal and terms of remuneration of
the Chief Risk Officer (if any), etc.
–

Amendments relating to applicability and
role of a Risk Management Committee
(RMC)
Regulation 21 has been amended with regard
to the applicability and role of the RMC. Key
points are as follows:

–

–

Applicability: Extension of the
requirement of constituting RMC to top
1,000 listed entities on the basis of
market capitalisation as at the end of the
immediate previous financial year
(previously, it was applicable to top 500
listed entities).
Roles and responsibility: The role and
responsibility of the RMC would include
formulation of a detailed risk
management policy and monitoring its

–

–

Constitution: The RMC should have
minimum three members with majority
of them being members of the board of
directors, including at least one
independent director. In case of a listed
entity with outstanding SR shares at least
two-thirds of the RMC shall comprise of
independent directors.
Quorum: The quorum for a meeting of
the RMC should be either two members
or one-third of the members of the
committee, whichever is greater,
including at least one member of the
board of directors in attendance.
Time gap between meetings: The
meetings of the RMC should be
conducted in such a manner that on a
continuous basis not more than 180 days
shall elapse between two consecutive
meetings.
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–

Powers: The RMC would have powers to
seek information from any employee,
obtain outside legal or other professional
advice and secure attendance of
outsiders with relevant expertise, if it
considers necessary.

Revision of provisions relating to reclassification of promoter/promoter group
entities
Revision has been made to classification
requirements of promoter/promoter group
entities:

–

Timeline to analyse: The board of
directors would be required to analyse
the reclassification request immediately
in the next board meeting or within three
months from the date of receipt of the
request from its promoter(s), whichever
is earlier. Before the amendment there
was no definitive timeline for the board
of directors to analyse such requests.
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2. Mandatory BRSR reporting for top 1,000 listed companies from FY 2022-23
and other key amendments to the Listing Regulations
–

–

–

Applicability: The current relaxations
applicable to the companies whose
resolution plans have been approved
under Section 31 of the Insolvency and
Bankruptcy Code, 2016 would be
extended to re-classification pursuant to
an order/direction of the government/
regulator and/or as a consequence of
operation of law subject to the condition
that such promoter(s) seeking reclassification should not remain in
control of the listed entity.
Time-gap for considerations by
shareholders: Time gap between the date
of board meeting and the shareholders’
meeting for considering the request of
the promoter(s) seeking re-classification
has been reduced to a minimum of one
month (earlier three months) and
maximum three months (earlier six
months).
Exemptions: Exemption from the
procedure for reclassification would be

granted in cases where reclassification is
pursuant to an open offer or a scheme of
arrangement and if the intent of the
erstwhile promoter(s) to reclassify has
been disclosed in the letter of offer or
scheme of arrangement.
The requirement of seeking approval of
shareholders would not apply in cases
where the promoter seeking
reclassification and persons related to the
promoter(s) seeking reclassification,
together holds shareholding of less than
one per cent, subject to the promoter not
being in control.

Disclosures pertaining to analyst and
investor meet and conference calls
SEBI has amended Regulation 46 and
Schedule III of the Listing Regulations to
strengthen the disclosure framework with
respect to analyst and institutional investors
meetings and conference calls. The amended
provision explains the term ‘meet’ to mean

the group meetings and calls, whether
digitally or by physical means.
Additionally, amended requirements relate to
audio or video recordings and transcripts of
post earnings/quarterly calls:
a. Audio/video recordings to be uploaded
on the website immediately after the
conclusion of the earnings conference
call, before the commencement of the
next trading day or within 24 hours from
the conclusion of such calls, whichever is
earlier.

per the requirements of the Listing
Regulations.
The requirement for disclosure of
audio/video recordings and transcript is
applicable on a voluntary basis from 1 April
2021 and on a mandatory basis from 1 April
2022.

b. Written transcript to be uploaded on the
website of the listed entity and stock
exchanges within five working days of
the conclusion of the earnings call.
c.

The audio/video recordings should be
uploaded on the website of the listed
entity for a minimum period of five years
and thereafter as per the archival policy
of the listed entity, as disclosed on its
website. The written transcripts of such
calls should be preserved permanently as
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2. Mandatory BRSR reporting for top 1,000 listed companies from FY 2022-23
and other key amendments to the Listing Regulations
Other amendments to the Listing
Regulations
a. Applicability of listing regulations: The
amendment provides that once any of
the provisions of the Listing Regulations
become applicable to a listed entity on
the basis of market capitalisation, then
they would continue to apply to such
entities even if they fall below such
thresholds. Also, once corporate
governance provisions become
applicable to a listed entity, then these
provisions would continue to remain
applicable till such time the equity share
capital or the net-worth of such an entity
reduces and remains below the specified
threshold for a period of three
consecutive financial years.
b. Dividend distribution policy: The current
requirement of formation of dividend
distribution policy has been extended to
top 1,000 listed entities (earlier top 500
listed entities) based on market
capitalisation (calculated as on 31 March

of every financial year). Additionally, a
listed entity falling in this category is
required to formulate a dividend
distribution policy, disclose it on its
website and a web-link should also be
provided in the annual report.
c.

Disclosure of events or information
including financial results: The disclosure
of discussion held in a board meeting
such as disclosure relating to financial
results, dividends, etc. should be made
within the specified timelines, rather than
within 30 minutes from the conclusion of
the board meeting. In case of board
meetings held for more than one day, the
financial results should be disclosed by
the listed entities within 30 minutes of
end of the board meeting for the day on
which the financial results are
considered.

d. Newspaper advertisement: The Listing
Regulations have removed the
requirement to publish newspaper
advertisements for the notice to board

meetings where financial results are to
be discussed and for quarterly statement
on deviation or variation in use of funds.
e. Quarterly compliance report: The
timelines for submission of periodic
reports viz. statement of investor
complaints, corporate governance report
and shareholding pattern have been
harmonised to 21 days from the
requirement of submitting end of each
quarter.
f.

Exemption relating to foreign subsidiary:
A listed entity which has a subsidiary
incorporated outside India (foreign
subsidiary) would not be required to
present separate financial statements
where:

–

A foreign subsidiary is statutorily
required to prepare Consolidated
Financial Statement (CFS) under any
law of the country of its
incorporation, and the CFS of such a
foreign subsidiary is placed on the
website of the listed entity
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–

A foreign subsidiary is not required
to get its financial statements
audited under any law of the country
of its incorporation and which does
not get such financial statements
audited, the holding Indian listed
entity may place such unaudited
financial statements on its website
and where such financial statements
are in a language other than English,
a translated copy of the financial
statements in English should be
placed on the website.

g. Timeline for submission of compliance
certificates; The timeline for submiiting
compliance certificate from a company
secretary relating to share transfer facility
and issuance of share certificates within
30 days of lodgement for transfer, subdivision, etc. is revised from half-year to
annual submission.
Also refer to KPMG in India’s Accounting and auditing
update-chapter 3-‘Amendments to Listing Regulations
and an action plan’ June 2021 edition.
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2. Mandatory BRSR reporting for top 1,000 listed companies from FY 2022-23
and other key amendments to the Listing Regulations
Key takeaways
The amendments to the SEBI Listing Regulations
seeks to further strengthen corporate governance
practices, enhance disclosure requirements and
incorporate other regulatory amendments. The
amendments streamline some of the corporate
governance practices and ease the compliance
burden on listed entities.
•

•

BRSR by listed entities: Companies
mandatorily required to prepare BRR should
take cognisance of the additional reporting
requirements. Other large companies in India
should start evaluating the new reporting
requirements of BRSR and assess their level
of preparedness.
There is an immediate need for companies to
start investing in systems and processes
which capture the ESG data for reporting
purposes, selection of a suitable framework
and related metrics which companies should

adopt to facilitate reporting and a level of
assurance on such reporting to build the trust
on investors and other stakeholders.
•

Disclosures pertaining to analyst and investor
meet and conference calls: The amendment is
expected to streamline disclosures within the
capital markets and ensure timely information
availability to all market participants. This is
likely to enable informed decision making and
accurate price discovery by investors.

•

RMC: Companies should take note of the
enhancement of the role of the RMC and its
functioning and ensure compliance with the
new requirements.

(Source: SEBI notification no. SEBI/LAD-NRO/GN/2021/22
dated 5 May 2021 and KPMG in India’s Accounting and
Auditing Update June 2021 edition)
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3. SEBI mandates additional compliances for issuers of non-convertible securities
On 7 September 2021, SEBI issued amendments to
align the compliance of the debt listed companies
(mainly high value) with those prescribed for the
equity listed companies and also enhances the
disclosure obligations of debt listed companies.

Overview of the amendments introduced by SEBI
SEBI requires the provisions of the Listing
Regulations to be applicable to the issuers of NonConvertible Securities (NCS) on the basis of the
principal outstanding as on 31 March 2021 of listed
non-convertible debt securities. Therefore,
applicability of the amendments to issuers of NCS
can be bifurcated as follows:

Companies that have an outstanding value of listed
non-convertible debt securities of INR500 crore and
above*

High Value Debt
Listed Entities
(HVDLE)

Issuers of nonconvertible securities

Other issuers of
non-convertible
securities

Provisions applicable
Chapter IV: Regulations 15 – 27**
(corporate governance provisions)
Chapter V: Other reporting and disclosure
requirements applicable to issuers of NCS
Companies that have an outstanding value of listed
non-convertible debt securities which is less than
INR500 crore* and hold other listed non-convertible
securities#

Threshold limit for compliance will be computed basis principal
outstanding of listed debt securities as on 31 March 2021

**

Provisions applicable
Chapter V: Other reporting and disclosure
requirements applicable to issuers of NCS

(Source: KPMG in India’s analysis based on SEBI amendments)

*

#

Provisions of these regulations will continue to apply to listed entities
even if they fall below the threshold for HVDLE

Other listed NCS include non-convertible redeemable preference
shares, perpetual non-cumulative preference shares, perpetual debt
instruments and any other securities specified by SEBI
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3. SEBI mandates additional compliances for issuers of non-convertible securities
I.

Corporate governance provisions
applicable to HVDLEs
•

•

1.

Key requirements of Listing regulations that
have been extended to HVDLEs are as below:

Applicability: The corporate
governance provisions will be
applicable to:

–

All definitions prescribed in Regulation 16
will be applicable to HVDLEs. (Regulation
16)

a. HVDLEs1

–

b. Listed entities that meet the
threshold for HVDLEs during the
course of the year would be
required to comply with these
provisions within six months
from the date they become
HVDLEs.

Compliance with composition of board of
directors e.g. appointment of woman
director, minimum number of directors,
etc. (Regulation 17)

–

Timeline: These provisions would be
applicable to a HVDLEs on a ‘comply
or explain’ basis from 8 September
2021 till 31 March 2023 and on a
mandatory basis thereafter.

Establishing committees of the Board e.g.
Audit committee, Nomination and
remuneration committee, Risk
Management Committees, Stakeholders
Relationship Committee and formulation
of Vigil mechanism (Regulation 18-22)

–

Related Party Transactions (RPTs)
approval process including submission of
RPTs disclosures along with its standalone
financial results for the half year to stock
exchange (Regulation 23)

–

Compliance with corporate governance
requirements with respect to subsidiary
(Regulation 24)

–

Secretarial audit and secretarial
compliance report (Regulation 24A)

–

Undertake Directors & Officers (D&O)
insurance for all its Independent Directors
(IDs) (Regulation 25)

–

Obligations with respect to IDs (Regulation
25 read with regulation 16)

–

Obligations with respect to employees
including senior management, key
managerial persons, directors and
promoters (Regulation 26)

–

Quarterly compliance report (Regulation
27)

The Board of the Manager of the Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT) and Board of Investment Manager of the Infrastructure
Investment Trust (InvIT) should ensure compliance with the corporate governance provisions
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3. SEBI mandates additional compliances for issuers of non-convertible securities
II.

Financial reporting (applicable to all issuers of NCS including HVDLEs)
Timelines for submission of financial results (Regulation 52): The following table highlights key changes made to Regulation 52 with regard to timeline and financial reporting are
given below:

Period

Quarter 1

Before amendment

No requirement to disclose financial results

•

Submit audited/un-audited half yearly financial
results with LRR* within 45 days from end of half
year

•

Ratios to be disclosed

•

Statement of utilisation of proceeds

Quarter 2/half-year

After amendment

•

Submit audited/un-audited financial results# with LRR* within 45 days of end of quarter

•

Ratios including additional ratios prescribed by the amendment

•

Statement of utilisation of proceeds

•

Submit audited/un-audited financial results# with LRR* within 45 days of end of quarter

•

Statement of assets and liabilities and statement of cash flows as at the end of the half year
(as a note)

•

Ratios including additional ratios prescribed by the amendment

•

Statement of utilisation of proceeds

•

Disclosures pertaining to related party transactions (as required under Regulation 23(9))
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3. SEBI mandates additional compliances for issuers of non-convertible securities
Period

Quarter 3

Quarter 4/annual results

Before amendment

After amendment

•

Submit audited/un-audited financial results# with LRR* within 45 days of end of quarter

•

Ratios including additional ratios prescribed by the amendment

•

Statement of utilisation of proceeds.

Option 1: Un-audited half yearly financial results with
LRR within 45 days from end of half year

•

Submit annual audited standalone and consolidated financial results within 60 days from end
of financial year along with audit report2

and

•

Ratios including additional ratios prescribed by the amendment

Submit audited results as soon as they are approved by
board of directors.

•

Statement of utilisation of proceeds.

No requirement to disclose financial results

Option 2: Submit annual audited financial results within
60 days from end of financial year
(advance intimation to be given to stock exchange)
•

Ratios to be disclosed

•

Statement of utilisation of proceeds

* Limited
#

Review Report (LRR) to be issued by the statutory auditor (in case of entities required to be audited by CAG, the LRR will be issued by any practicing chartered accountant)
Quarterly and year-to-date financial results.

2. In case of entities required to be audited by the Comptroller and Auditor General of India (CAG), this audit report will be issued by an auditor appointed by CAG. Subsequently, CAG will conduct audit of the financial results and these will be submitted to the stock
exchange within nine months from the end of the financial year.
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3. SEBI mandates additional compliances for issuers of non-convertible securities
Additional ratios to be disclosed along
with financial results:
Certain additional ratios are required to be
provided by a listed entity while submitting
quarterly/annual financial results under
Regulation 52 of the Listing Regulations.
Those additional ratios are as follows:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

Current ratio
Long term debt to working capital ratio
Bad debts to account receivable ratio
Current liability ratio
Total debts to total assets ratio
Debtors turnover
Inventory turnover
Operating margin (%)
Net profit margin (%)
Sector-specific equivalent ratios, as
applicable.

–

Format for financial reporting
a.

Circular number
SEBI/HO/DDHS/CIR/2021/0000000637
dated 5 October 2021 provides a revised
format for filing of financial information
by issuers of NCS.

b.

Comparatives to be provided in the
financial results:
–

Quarterly financial results: Where
the entity does not have
corresponding quarterly financial
results for the four quarters ended
September 2020, December 2020,
March 2021 and June 2021, the
column on corresponding figures
for such quarters would not be
applicable.

c.

Half yearly financial results: Where
the entity does not have
corresponding statement of assets
and liabilities or the corresponding
cash flow statement for the half
year ended September 2020, the
column on corresponding figures
will not be applicable.

d.

On 14 October 2021, SEBI though its
circular SEBI/HO/DDHS/CIR/2021/
0000000638 provided the revised
formats for limited review/audit report
for issuers of NCS.

SEBI has specified that financial results
should comply with the contents of the
financial results to include balance sheet
and profit and loss, security created,
cash flow statement, ratios, etc. Detailed
reasons for non-submission or delay in
submission of financial results need to
be intimated to stock exchange and
placed on an entity’s website (such
reason should be submitted within one
working day of due date of submission
of financial results.
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3. SEBI mandates additional compliances for issuers of non-convertible securities
III.

Additional disclosures to stock exchanges, debenture trustees and on the website
Following are some of the key disclosures required to be provided to stock exchanges, debenture trustees and uploaded on entity’s websites with the prescribed timelines:

Price sensitive information

Board Meeting

Annual report and notice of AGM

Price sensitive information to be informed to stock exchange not later than 24 hours from the date of occurrence of the event or receipt of
information. All price sensitive events/information to be hosted on the entity’s website for a minimum period of five years and thereafter as
per the archival policy.

Disclosure of outcome of board meeting to stock exchanges within 30 minutes of the closure of the meeting held to consider the decision
in relation to fund raising proposed to be undertaken by way of NCS or financial results.

Submit to the stock exchange, debenture trustees and publish on website a copy of the annual report along with notice of AGM sent to
shareholders, not later than the date of commencement of dispatch to shareholders.

Additional event-based disclosures need to be provided and some of such events are as follows:

Event-based disclosures

–

Fraud/defaults by listed entity or its promoter/KMP/director/employees or arrest of KMP or promoter

–

Change in directors, Key Managerial Personnel (KMP) or auditor

–

Detailed reasons for resignation of an auditor, one-time settlement with a bank, winding- up petitions filed by any party, etc.
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3. SEBI mandates additional compliances for issuers of non-convertible securities
IV. Intimations to stock exchanges regarding status of obligations on NCS
Companies also need to intimate to the stock exchanges about the status of obligations on NCS in the following manner:

Prior intimation

Within five working days prior to the beginning of the quarter, provide details for all NCS
for which Interest/ Dividend/Principal (Obligations) is payable during the quarter.

Quarterly certificate

Submit a certificate within seven working days from the end of the quarter regarding status
of payment of obligations which were due during the quarter. Additionally, provide details
of all unpaid interest/principal obligations in relation to NCS at the end of the quarter.

Certificate post due
date

Submit a certificate within one working day of the due date regarding the status of the
payment of interest/dividend/principal on NCS.
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3. SEBI mandates additional compliances for issuers of non-convertible securities
V.

Intimation to Stock Exchange (SE) prior
to the board meeting
Prior intimation of at least two working
days before board meeting should be given
for matters such as publishing financial
results (quarterly/annual), alteration in the
form or nature of NCS/rights of holders,
alteration in the date of the
interest/dividend /redemption payment of
NCS, fund raising by way of issuance of
NCS, any other matter affecting the rights
or interests of holders of NCS.

VI.

Additional disclosure on website
In addition to the disclosures discussed
above, certain new disclosures are required
on the website are as follows:
–

–

Any change in the content of website
should be updated within two working
days.

–

Terms and conditions of appointment
of independent directors

–

Details of establishment of vigil
mechanism//whistle blower policy

–

Policy for determining ‘material
subsidiaries’.

Effective date: Provisions of Regulation 15 to
27 of Chapter IV of the Listing Regulations
will be applicable to HVDLE on a ‘comply or
explain’ basis until 31 March 2023 and on a
mandatory basis thereafter. All other
amendments to Listing Regulations are
effective from 8 September 2021.

Composition of the various
committees of the board of directors,
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3. SEBI mandates additional compliances for issuers of non-convertible securities
Key takeaways
•

Alignment of certain compliances with equity
listed companies: Through the new
regulations, SEBI has raised the bar on
disclosures and compliances for issuers of
NCS, thereby virtually bringing them at par
with the compliances required for equity listed
companies, and in some cases the compliances
are more stringent. The motivation behind
these amendments seems to be the fact that
the regulators are no longer differentiating
between debt and equity per se and are
focussing on public money at large. Also with
effect from FY 20, SEBI compulsorily required
large borrowers to meet 25 per cent of their
incremental borrowings from the bond
markets. While some issuers of debt securities
may privately place their securities, others will
tap the market at large. It would thus be
imperative for security holders to have
transparent and prompt information at their
disposal at all times. Thus, the incremental
disclosures and compliances come as a
welcome step for many of the security holders.

•

Date of determining a HVDLE: A company shall
be considered a HVDLE if it has an outstanding
value of listed non-convertible debt securities
of INR500 crore and above. This threshold limit
for compliance should be computed basis
outstanding value of listed debt securities as
on 31 March 2021, and would continue to apply
even if the listed entities fall below the
specified threshold post 31 March 2021.
Entities need to adopt the corporate
governance provisions on a ‘comply or explain’
basis and should aim to achieve full
compliance by 31 March 2023. Thus, entities
that were identified as HVDLEs based on the
threshold limit as on 31 March 2021 will need
to mandatorily adopt the provisions of the
amendments with effect from 1 April 2023,
irrespective of the fact that they do not meet
the specified threshold on 31 March 2023.

•

Stricter compliances for entities that are both
equity listed and are issuers of NCS: Some of
the provisions applicable to issuers of NCS are
more stringent as compared to the provisions
currently applicable to equity listed entities
such as disclosures of ratios along with
financial results, or timelines for submission of
disclosures pertaining to related party
transactions, and other provisions.
Entities that are equity listed and
also are issuers of NCS would need
to comply with the stricter of the two
requirements. Companies should start
preparing for meeting these new compliance
requirements and use this time effectively.

(Source: SEBI notification no. SEBI/LAD-NRO/GN/2021/47
dated 7 September 2021 and SEBI circular no.
SEBI/HO/DDHS/CIR/2021/0000000637 dated 5 October 2021)
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4. Amendments to provisions relating to Independent Directors (IDs)
SEBI through a notification dated 3 August
2021 made certain amendments to the
Listing Regulations in provisions pertaining
to IDs. Some key amendments are as
follows:

Eligibility criteria
a. Cooling-off period for IDs with pecuniary
relationship: The cooling-off period for a
material pecuniary relationship between
an ID and the related entities has been
extended to three years (earlier two
years).
b. Pecuniary relationships of relatives of
IDs: Thresholds have been specified for
the pecuniary relationship of relatives of
the ID with the listed entity, its holding,
subsidiary, or associate company, or
their promoter or directors.
c.

Restriction on being a KMP in a company
belonging to the promoter group: IDs
and their relatives cannot hold a position
as a Key Managerial Personnel (KMP) or
be an employee in any company
belonging to a promoter group of a listed
entity (in addition to listed entity, its

holding, subsidiary or associate company
as per existing requirements) for three
immediately preceding financial years.
The restriction under this clause would
apply to a relative only with respect to a
holding position as KMP. Therefore, in
case a relative who is an employee but
not KMP then this restriction will not
apply for his/her employment.

Appointment, re-appointment and
resignation of IDs
a. Special resolution for appointment, reappointment and removal of IDs:
Appointment, re-appointment or removal
of an ID of a listed entity would be
subject to the approval of the
shareholders by way of a special
resolution.
Further, listed entities should ensure that
an approval of shareholders for
appointment of a person on the board of
directors is taken at the next general
meeting or within a time period of three
months from the date of appointment,
whichever is earlier.

b. Transparency in the appointment
process: Nomination and Remuneration
Committee (NRC) is required to perform
the following steps while selecting a
candidate for the role of an ID:
i.

Evaluate the balance of skills,
knowledge and experience of the
board of directors and on the basis of
such evaluation, prepare a
description of the role and
capabilities required of an ID. The
person recommended to the board of
directors for appointment as an ID
should have the capabilities identified
in such description.

ii. For the purpose of identifying
suitable candidates, NRC may use the
services of an external agency, if
required, consider candidates from a
wide range of backgrounds, with due
regard to diversity, and consider the
time commitments of the candidates.

required for appointment of the ID
and how the proposed person meets
the requirement of the role.
c.

Timelines for filling vacancy and
approval of IDs appointed by board of
directors: Vacancy of an ID, as a result of
resignation or removal from the board of
directors to be filled within three months
from the date of such vacancy.

d. Cooling off period for appointment as an
executive director: IDs who have
resigned from the listed entity can be
appointed as an executive or a wholetime director on the board of the related
entities or any company belonging to the
promoter group only if a period of one
year has elapsed from the date of
resignation of the ID.

iii. The notice for appointment of a
director to be sent to the
shareholders should, inter alia,
include skills and capabilities
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4. Amendments to provisions relating to Independent Directors (IDs)
e. Resignation of IDs: In addition to the
current requirements, listed entities are
now required to provide the letter of
resignation of the resigning ID to the
stock exchanges. Further, the names of
the listed entities in which the resigning
director holds directorships, indicating
the category of directorship and
membership of board committees, if any,
should also be disclosed.

Composition of NRC

Composition of an audit committee

D&O insurance: Top 1,000 listed entities

Currently, listed entities are required to
constitute a qualified and an independent
audit committee subject to the prescribed
conditions which, inter alia, include a
requirement to appoint two-third of the
members of audit committee as IDs. In case
of a listed entity with outstanding Superior
Voting Right (SR) equity shares, the audit
committee should only comprise of IDs.

by market capitalisation are required to
undertake D&O insurance for all their IDs.

The amendment has clarified that at least
two-third of the members of audit committee
should be IDs. The requirements related to
listed entity with outstanding SR equity
shares remains unchanged post the
amendment.

The amendment has modified the
composition requirement of NRC. As per the
amendment, at least two thirds of the
directors of the NRC should be IDs.

RPTs
All RPTs are required to be approved by only
IDs on the audit committee.

Effective date: The amendments are
applicable from 1 January 2022.

Source: SEBI notification no. SEBI/LADNRO/GN/2021/35 dated 3 August 2021 and KPMG in
India’s First Note SEBI amends provisions related to
independent directors dated 8 September 2021
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5. Separation of role of chairperson and the MD/CEO made discretionary
SEBI had previously considered and
approved the proposal of the Corporate
Governance committee relating to separation
of the role of Chairperson and Managing
Director (MD)/Chief Executive Officer (CEO)
of listed companies.

Accordingly, listing regulations required top
500 listed entities to ensure that the
Chairperson of the board of such a listed
entity mandatorily to (effective from 1 April
2022):
– Be a non-executive director

– Not be related to the MD or CEO as per
definition of a ‘relative’ prescribed in the
2013 Act.
SEBI through notification dated 22 March
2022 amended the above provision of Listing
Regulations and made above mentioned
requirement as discretionary instead of
mandatory.

(SEBI notification no. SEBI/LAD-NRO/GN/2022/76 dated 22
March 2022)
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6. Introduction of provisions relating to appointment/re-appointment of persons who fail
to get elected as directors at the general meeting of a listed entity
SEBI through its amendment dated 24 January
2022 provides that appointment of a person on
the Board of Directors (BoD) or as a manager
would also require shareholders’ approval at
next general meeting or within a time period of
three months from the date of appointment,
whichever is earlier.
Further, prior approval of the shareholders
would be required for appointment/reappointment of a person, including as a
managing director or a whole-time director or a
manager, who was earlier rejected by the
shareholders at a general meeting.

Also, the statement annexed to the notice to
the shareholders under Section 102(1) of the
2013 Act, for considering the appointment or
re-appointment of such a person earlier
rejected by the shareholders, should contain a
detailed explanation and justification by the
NRC and the BoD for recommending such a
person for appointment or re-appointment. The
amendments are effective from 24 January
2022.

(Source: SEBI notification no. SEBI/LAD-NRO/GN/2022/66 dated 24 January 2022)
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7. SEBI revised uniform structure for non-compliance with provisions related to
continuous disclosures by issuers with listed NCS/CPs
On 29 December 2021, SEBI issued a revised circular with certain new/modified fines and actions to be taken in case of non-compliance with continuous disclosure requirements by the
issuers of listed Non-Convertible Securities (NCS) and/or Commercial Papers (CPs).

An overview of the revised structure of fines as prescribed in the circular are given in the table below:
Regulations

Particulars

Fine payable and/or other action to be taken for noncompliance by an entity

Regulation 50(1)

Delay in furnishing intimation about board meeting

INR5,000 per instance of noncompliance per item

Regulation 52(7)/(7A)

Non-submission of statement indicating the utilisation of issue proceeds/material deviation in
the use of proceeds

INR1,000 per day

Regulation 53(2)

Non-submission of annual report within the specified period

INR2,000 per day per ISIN3

Regulation 57(1)

Non-disclosure of information related to payment obligations

INR2,000 per day per ISIN (earlier INR1,000 per day per ISIN)

Regulation 57(4)

Non-submission of details of payable interest/dividend/principal obligations during the quarter

INR1,000 per ISIN

Regulation 57(5)

Non-submission of certificate confirming the payment of interest/dividend/principal obligations
due in the quarter or non-submission of details of all unpaid interest/dividend/ principal
obligations at the end of the quarter

INR1,000 per ISIN

The fines specified would continue to accrue till the time of rectification of the non-compliance and to the satisfaction of the concerned recognised
stock exchange. Such accrual would be irrespective of any other disciplinary/enforcement action(s) initiated by recognised stock exchange(s)/SEBI.
Effective date: This circular is effective for the compliances of period ending on or after 1 February 2022.
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7. SEBI revised uniform structure for non-compliance with provisions related to
continuous disclosures by issuers with listed NCS/CPs
Key takeaways
•

For issuers of listed NCS/CPs, SEBI has •
made revisions in the structure for noncompliance with the provisions relating
to continuous disclosures
requirements. These revisions are
aligned to the latest amendments in the
Listing Regulations. Listed companies
should take note of the revised
structure including enhanced monetary
fines and other actions

A non-compliant company is required
to place before the Board of Directors
of the entity, details of the noncompliance and action taken by the
recognised stock exchange. Comments
of the Board of Directors would be
subsequently informed to the
recognised stock exchange.
(Source: SEBI circular no.
SEBI/HO/DDHS_Div2/P/CIR/2021/699 dated 29
December 2021)
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8. Scheme of arrangement by listed entities
SEBI has issued certain amendments to its
master circular (no. SEBI/HO/CFD/DIL1/CIR/
P/2020/249) dated 22 December 2020 which
laid down the framework for schemes of
arrangement by listed entities. The
amendments mainly prescribe additional
documents to be submitted with the stock
exchanges before the scheme is sanctioned
by the National Company Law Tribunal
(NCLT). Those are as follows:
a. In accordance with the master circular,
listed entities are required to submit a
valuation report with the stock exchange.
The amendments additionally require
listed entities to submit an undertaking
that no material event impacting the
valuation has occurred during the
intervening period of filing the scheme
documents with stock exchange and
period under consideration for valuation.

b. Declaration from the listed entity on any
past defaults of listed debt obligations of
the entities forming part of the scheme.
c.

No Objection Certificate (NOC) from the
lending scheduled commercial
banks/financial institutions/debenture
trustees.

d. A report from its audit committee and the
independent directors certifying that the
listed entity has compensated the eligible
shareholders. Both the reports shall be
submitted within seven days of
compensating the shareholders.
(Source: SEBI circular no.
SEBI/HO/CFD/DIL2/CIR/P/2021/0000000657 dated 16
November 2021 and SEBI circular no.
SEBI/HO/CFD/DIL2/CIR/P/2021/0000000659 dated 18
November 2021)
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9. SEBI amends the definition of a promoter group and reduces lock-in period, etc.
On 13 August 2021, SEBI issued certain
amendments to the SEBI (Issue of Capital
and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations,
2018 (ICDR Regulations). The key changes
are as follows:

Revised definition of a ‘promoter group’
Currently, Regulation 2(1)(pp) of the ICDR
Regulations define promoter group to, inter
alia, include:
a. The promoter
b. An immediate relative of the promoter
c.

In case promoter is a body corporate
then any body corporate in which a
group of individuals or companies or
combinations thereof acting in concert,
which hold 20 per cent or more of the
equity share capital in that body
corporate and such group of individuals
or companies or combinations thereof

also holds 20 per cent or more of the
equity share capital of the issuer and are
also acting in concert.
d. The amendment omitted the requirement
of including entities specified in point (c)
above from the definition of the
promoter group.
Reduction in lock-in period amendments
a. Minimum promoters’ contribution: Lockin period of minimum promoters’
contribution has been reduced from
three years to 18 months from the date of
allotment in an IPO.
b. However, in case the majority of the
issue proceeds excluding the portion of
offer for sale is proposed to be utilised
for capital expenditure4, then the lock-in
period shall be three years from the date
of allotment in an IPO.

b. Promoters’ holding in excess of
minimum promoters’ contribution: Lockin period of promoters’ holding in excess
of minimum promoters’ contribution has
also been reduced from one year to six
months from the date of allotment in an
IPO.

Streamlining disclosures of ‘group
companies’

c.

a. Refusal of listing of any securities of the
issuer during last 10 years by any of the
stock exchanges in India or abroad.

c.

However, in case the majority of the
issue proceeds excluding the portion of
offer for sale is proposed to be utilised
for capital expenditure, then the lock-in
period shall be one year from the date of
allotment in an IPO.
Specified securities held by persons
other than promoters: The entire preissue capital held by such persons should
be locked-in for a period of six months
(earlier one year) from the date of
allotment in an IPO.
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As per the amendments, following
disclosures are not required to be provided
by an issuer in respect of group companies
in the offer document:

b. Failure of the issuer to meet the listing
requirements of any stock exchange in
India or abroad and the details of penalty,
if any, including suspension of trading,
imposed by such stock exchanges.

4. Capital expenditure shall include civil work, miscellaneous
fixed assets, purchase of land, building and plant and
machinery, etc.
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9. SEBI amends the definition of a promoter group and reduces lock-in period, etc.
c.

Existence of a large number of pending
investor grievances.

Further, only names and registered office
addresses of all the group companies would
be disclosed in the offer document. Also,
certain information based on the audited
statements in respect of top five group
companies (based on market capitalisation
for listed/based on turnover in case of
unlisted) for the preceding three years shall
be hosted on the website of the respective
group company (listed/ unlisted). The
information to be provided is as follows:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Reserves (excluding revaluation reserve)
Sales
Profit after tax
Earnings per share
Diluted earnings per share and
Net asset value.

The offer document should refer the website
where the details of the group companies
would be available.
Additionally, SEBI through a circular dated 13
August 2021 has issued revised format of
‘Statement showing shareholding pattern of
the promoter and promoter group’. As per
the revised format, all listed entities will be
required to provide such shareholding,
segregated into promoter(s) and promoter
group.
Effective date: The amendments are effective
from 13 August 2021.
(Source: SEBI notification no. SEBI/LADNRO/GN/2021/45 dated 13 August 2021)
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10. Financial statements of mutual fund schemes to follow with Ind AS
On 25 January 2022, SEBI mandated the
Asset Management Companies (AMCs) to
prepare the Financial Statements and
Accounts of the Mutual Fund Schemes in
accordance with Ind AS with effect from 1
April 2023.
Consequently, on 4 February 2022, SEBI
issued certain accounting guidelines for the
preparation of financial statements under Ind
AS by Mutual Funds and AMCs. The circular
also provides specific format of the financial
statements to be prepared by Mutual Funds
and AMCs under Ind AS. Key consideration
arising from the new requirement and
circular are as follow:
•

•

Mutual Fund Schemes shall prepare the
opening balance sheet as on date of
transition and the comparatives as per
the requirements of Ind AS.

previous years published perspective
historical per unit statistics as per
requirement of Ind AS for the first two
years from first time adoption of Ind AS.
•

Mutual Fund Schemes are required to
clearly state the previous Generally
Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP)
information prominently as not being
prepared in accordance with Ind AS
along with disclosing the nature of
adjustments that are required for
compliance with Ind AS.
For detailed read on key considerations
arising from adoption of Ind AS by
mutual funds refer to KPMG in India’s
First Notes SEBI mandates Ind AS for
mutual funds dated 22 March 2022.
(Source: SEBI circular no. SEBI/HO/IMDII/DOF8/P/CIR/2022/12 dated 4 February 2022)

Mutual Fund Schemes may not be
mandatorily required to restate the
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11. Amendments to Schedule III to the 2013 Act
MCA through a notification dated 24 March
2021 has issued certain amendments to
Schedule III to the 2013 Act. The
amendments have been made in Division I
(applicable to companies whose financial
statements are required to comply with
Accounting Standards {AS}), Division II
(applicable to companies whose financial
statements are required to comply with Ind
AS other than Non-Banking Financial
Companies (NBFCs)) and Division III
(applicable only to NBFCs whose financial
statements are required to comply with Ind
AS).

Some of the key amendments to Schedule III
are as follows;

a. Title deeds of immovable property
not held in name of the company

Division I

b. Loans or advances granted to
promoters, directors, Key Managerial
Personnel’s (KMPs) and the related
parties

Balance sheet
•

•

Disclose ‘shareholding of promoters’ in
the specified format in the notes to the
balance sheet.
Disclosure for trade payables/trade
receivables to include trade
payables/trade receivables ageing
schedule in the specified format (with
specific sub-classification as
disputed/undisputed) and separate
disclosure of unbilled dues

With a view to provide guidance on the
application of Schedule III, the ICAI has also
issued a guidance note on all the three
divisions of Schedule III in January 2022.

•

Reference of ‘tangible assets’ has been
replaced with ‘property, plant and
equipment’

Effective date: These amendments are
applicable from 1 April 2021.

•

Specific disclosures to be made under the
head ‘additional regulatory requirement’
such as those relating to:

c.

Division II
Balance sheet

•

Current maturities of long-term
borrowings under the heading ‘short
term borrowings schedule’

•

Ageing of trade receivables, trade
payable (with specific sub-classification
as disputed/undisputed) and separate
disclosure of unbilled dues

•

Ageing of Capital Work-in-Progress
(CWIP) and intangible assets under
development

•

Effects of a scheme of arrangement
accounted as per the approved scheme
and accounting standards and any
deviations

•

Option to present remeasurement of
defined benefit plans and fair value
changes relating to own credit risk of
financial liabilities designated at Fair
Value Through Profit and Loss (FVTPL) as
a separate column under reserves and
surplus.

Details of benami property held

d. Compliance with approved schemes
of arrangements.

•

•

Lease liabilities to be disclosed separately
under the head ‘financial liabilities’
(current/non-current liabilities as the case
may be) under ‘equity and liabilities’
section on the face of the balance sheet

Security deposits to be presented under
the heading ‘current/non-current other
financial assets’
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11. Amendments to Schedule III to the 2013 Act
•

Specific disclosures to be made under the head
‘additional regulatory requirement’ such as those
relating to:
a. Title deeds of immovable property not held in name
of the company

e. Relationship with struck-off companies

f.

Statement of profit and loss
•

b. Loans or advances granted to promoters, directors,
KMPs and the related parties
c.

Compliance with number of layer of companies.

Details of benami property held

Additional disclosures relating to undisclosed income,
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) and crypto or
virtual currency specified under the head ‘additional
information’ in the notes to the statement of profit and
loss.

d. Compliance with approved schemes of
arrangements

Key takeaways
•

Amendments to Schedule III mandate enhanced
•
disclosures in the financial statements by a company.
The amendments to presentation and disclosure
requirements are aimed at enabling the higher level of
corporate governance and additional tools with the
regulators to ensure closer scrutiny of the financial
transactions of a company.

The amendments to Schedule III are largely driven by
requirements relating to Companies (Auditors’ Report)
Order, 2020 (CARO 2020). This is an important and
imperative step from MCA as CARO 2020 is also
applicable from 1 April 2021 and applicability of
amendments would coincide with requirements of
CARO 2020.

(Source: MCA notification dated 24 March 2021, AAU May 2021)
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12. CARO 2020
The 2013 Act requires auditors of specified
class of companies to include a statement in
their reports on specific matters as
prescribed in the Companies (Auditors’
Report) Order, 2016 (CARO 2016).
The Companies (Auditors’ Report) Order,
2020 (CARO 2020) contains significant
changes and several new reporting
requirements vis-à-vis CARO 2016. Many of
the requirements require exercise of
judgement rather than application of a purely
objective test. With a view to provide
guidance on application of the CARO 2020,
the ICAI has issued a guidance note on CARO
2020.

CARO 2020 is applicable for audit of financial
statements of eligible companies for the
financial years commencing on or after the 1
April 2021.
Overview of CARO 2020 are as follows:
•

Applicability of CARO 2020: Similar to
CARO 2016, CARO 2020 is applicable to
every company including a foreign
company (as defined under the 2013 Act).
It will not apply to banks, insurance

companies, companies licensed to operate
under Section 8 of the 2013 Act, one
person and a small company.

in aggregate of the net carrying value of
each class of PPE or intangible assets.
•

Further, CARO 2020 is not applicable to
the auditor’s report on Consolidated
Financial Statements (CFS). However, an
auditor is required to state in its report
details of companies included in CFS with
qualifications or adverse remarks by their
respective auditors. This would include
reporting of qualification/adverse remark
made by every individual component
including the parent.
•

Property, Plant and Equipment (PPE):
Currently, an auditor is required to report
on maintenance of proper records
including quantitative details and situation
of fixed assets. CARO 2020 introduces a
new reporting requirement as to whether
a company has revalued its PPE (including
right-of-use assets), intangible assets or
both during the year. If so, it further
requires reporting on whether the
revaluation is based on the valuation by a
registered valuer and specify the amount
of change, if change is 10 per cent or more

•

Title deed of immovable property: CARO
2020 has modified the requirement
relating to holding title of immovable
properties by the company vis-a-vis CARO
2016. As per the modified requirement, an
auditor is required to report on whether
the title deeds of all the immovable
properties (other than properties where
the company is the lessee and the lease
agreements are duly executed in favour of
the lessee) disclosed in the financial
statements are held in the name of the
company. If they are not held in the name
of the company, then prescribed details
are required to be provided.
Investments and loans and advances in
the nature of loans: As per the revised
requirement, an auditor is required to
report whether the company has made
investments in, provided any guarantee or
security or granted any loans or advances
in the nature of loans, secured or
unsecured, to companies, firms, Limited
Liability Partnerships (LLPs) or any other
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parties. Therefore, in addition to loans, the
revised clause covers reporting on
investments made, guarantee or security
provided or advances in the nature of
loans granted by companies.
•

Default in repayment of loans or other
borrowings by companies: Unlike CARO
2016, CARO 2020 requires an auditor to
report on whether the company has
defaulted in repayment of loans/other
borrowings or in the payment of interest
thereon to any lender (earlier reported
only in case of defaults in repayment to a
financial institution, bank or government)
in a prescribed format.

•

Wilful defaulter: CARO 2020 introduces a
new reporting requirement relating to
whether the company has been declared
as a willful defaulter by any bank or
financial institution or other lender.
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• Application of term loans: A new
reporting requirement under CARO 2020
relates to whether term loans were
applied for the purpose for which these
loans were obtained. If not, then the
auditor is also required to report the
amount of loan so diverted and the
purpose for which it is used.
• Application of short-term funds for longterm purposes: CARO 2020 introduces a
new clause relating to whether funds
raised on short-term basis have been
utilised for long-term purposes. If the
answer is yes, then an auditor would be
required to report the nature and amount
so utilised.
• Funds raised to meet obligations of
subsidiaries, associates or joint ventures:
A new reporting requirement relates to
whether the company has taken any
funds from any entity or person on
account of or to meet the obligations of
its subsidiaries, associates or joint
ventures. If yes, then an auditor is
required to provide the details along with
the nature of such transactions and the
amount in each case.

ICAI publications

Key takeaway
• Acceptance of deposits by a company:
Companies cater to their financial needs
in various forms, such as raising capital
through issuance of shares/debentures,
acquiring funds from lending institutions,
etc. An alternate mode through which
companies fulfil their financial needs is
through acceptance of deposits from
members or public.
Stringent provisions are laid down under
the 2013 Act with respect to acceptance of
deposits by a company. With a view to
ensure whether these provisions are
followed in spirit by the companies, CARO
2020 requires the auditors to report on the
compliances met by companies vis-à-vis
deposits accepted by them.
• Fraud reporting: CARO 2020 has modified
the reporting requirement relating to
fraud vis-à-vis CARO 2016. Earlier,
reporting on fraud on the company was
restricted to fraud by officers or
employees of a company. The revised
clause requires an auditor to report
whether any fraud by the company or any
fraud on the company has been noticed
or reported during the year. Accordingly,

fraud on the company by any person
would now be reported. In case a fraud
has been noticed/reported, then an
auditor is required to disclose the nature
of fraud and the amount involved in its
report.
• Whistle-blower complaints: CARO 2020
has introduced a new reporting
requirement which requires an auditor to
consider whistle-blower complaints, if
any, received by the company during the
year under the audit.

•

CARO 2020 enhances the scope of
matters to be provided in an auditor’s
report. While auditors would need to
implement robust audit procedures
along the requirements, companies on
the other hand, would also need to
ensure that they maintain proper and
adequate records of the underlying
information.

• Unrecorded income disclosed in tax
assessments: Another new reporting
requirement that has been introduced by
CARO 2020 requires an auditor to report
on whether there are any transactions
which have not been recorded in the
books of account of a company but have
been surrendered or disclosed as income
during the year in the tax assessments
under the Income-tax Act, 1961 (IT Act). If
yes, then an auditor would also need to
report whether the previously unrecorded
income has been properly recorded in the
books of account during the year.
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13. MCA defers requirement to use accounting software with audit trail features
by one year
As per the Company (Accounts) Rules 2014,
with effect from 1 April 2022, a company
which uses an accounting software for
maintaining its books of account, should use
only such accounting software:

•

Which has the feature of recording audit
trail of each and every transaction

•

Creates an edit log of each change made
in the books of account, along with the
date when such changes were made

•

Ensure that the audit trail is not disabled.

MCA through its notification dated 31 March
2022 has deferred the above requirement by
one year. The requirement would now
become applicable from financial year
commencing on or after 1 April 2023 (earlier
1 April 2022).
(MCA notification no. G.S.R. 235(E) dated 31 March
2022)
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14. MCA relaxation for conduct of AGMs through VC/OAVM
Companies whose Annual General Meetings
(AGMs) are due in the year 2021 have been
allowed to conduct their AGMs through
Video Conferencing (VC) or Other AudioVisual Means (OAVM) on or before 30 June
2022 (earlier was allowed up to 31 December
2021). Further companies who are proposing
to organise AGMs in 2022 for the financial
year ending on or before 31 March 2022 have
also been allowed to hold AGMs through VC
or OAVM facility as per the respective due
dates up to 30 June 2022.
It has been clarified that the circular should
not be construed as conferring any extension
of time for holding of AGMs by the
companies under the 2013 Act. Companies
which have not adhered to the relevant
timelines would remain subject to legal
action under the 2013 Act.
(Source: MCA general circular no. 19/2021 dated 8
December 2021 and general circular no. 21/2021 dated
14 December 2021)
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15. Amendments to certain Rules in the 2013 Act
The MCA through various notifications has
amended certain Rules to the 2013 Act. An
overview of the amendments are as follows:
I. Additional disclosures in the board’s
report’
Rule 8 of Companies (Accounts) Rules,
2014 (Accounts Rules) inter alia,
prescribes information and details to be
provided in the board’s report. The
amendment introduced new clauses
which requires the board of directors of
every company to make the following
additional disclosures in the board’s
report:

i.

Details of application made or any
proceeding pending under the
Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code,
2016 during the year along with their
status as at the end of the financial
year

ii. Details of difference between amount
of the valuation done at the time of
one-time settlement and the

valuation done while taking loan
from the banks or financial
institutions along with the reasons
thereof.
Effective date: The amendment is effective
from 1 April 2021.
(Source: MCA notification no G.S.R. 205(E) dated 24
March 2021 and MCA notification no G.S.R. 247(E) dated
1 April 2021)

II. Additional disclosures in the auditor’s
report
MCA through a notification dated 24
March 2021, issued the ‘Companies (Audit
and Auditors) Amendment Rules, 2021’ to
amend ‘Rule 11- Other Matters to be
Included in Auditors Report’ of the
Companies (Audit and Auditors) Rule
2014. Rule 11 prescribes the matters to be
included in the auditor’s report. As per the
amendment, an auditor is required to
include his/her views and comments on
the following additional matters in the
auditor’s report:

a. The management has represented that
to the best of its knowledge and belief,
other than as disclosed in the notes to
the accounts:
i. No funds have been advanced or
loaned or invested (either from
borrowed funds, share premium
or any other sources/kind of funds)
by the company to/in any other
person(s) or entity(ies), including
foreign entities (intermediaries),
with the understanding (recorded
in writing or otherwise) that the
intermediary shall, whether,
directly or indirectly lend or invest
in other persons or entities
identified in any manner
whatsoever by or on behalf of the
company (ultimate beneficiaries)
or provide any guarantee, security
or the like on behalf of the
ultimate beneficiaries.

ii. No funds have been received by
the company from any person(s)
or entity(ies), including foreign
entities (funding parties), with the
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understanding (recorded in writing
or otherwise) that the company
shall, whether, directly or
indirectly, lend or invest in other
persons or entities identified in
any manner whatsoever by or on
behalf of the funding party
(ultimate beneficiaries) or provide
any guarantee, security or the like
on behalf of the ultimate
beneficiaries.
b. Based on such audit procedures that the
auditor has considered reasonable and
appropriate in the circumstances,
nothing has come to its notice that has
caused an auditor to believe that the
representations under points (i) and (ii)
above contain any material
misstatement.
c.

The dividend declared or paid during the
year by the company is in compliance
with Section 123 of the 2013 Act.

Effective date: The amendments are effective
from 1 April 2021.
(Source: MCA notification no G.S.R. 206(E) dated 24
March 2021 and MCA notification no G.S.R. 248(E) dated
1 April 2021)
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15. Amendments to the certain Rules in the 2013 Act
III. Requirement to furnish a report on CSR

the registrar of companies in the
prescribed format. Form CSR-2 is required
to be furnished for the preceding financial
year 2020-2021 and onwards as an
addendum to company's financial
statement filled in Form AOC-4 or AOC-4
XBRL or AOC-4 NBFC (Ind AS), as the case
may be.

On 11 February 2022, MCA issued
amendments to Accounts Rules to
introduce new Rule 12(1B). The new subrule requires every company covered
under the Section 135(1) of the 2013 Act to
furnish a report on CSR in Form CSR-2 to

Further through its notification dated 31
March 2022, MCA clarified that Form CSR-2
for the preceding financial year 2020-2021
should be filed separately on or before 31
May 2022, after filing form AOC-4 or AOC-4
XBRL or AOC-4 NBFC (Ind AS), as the case
may be.

(Source: MCA notification dated 11 February 2022 and notification no. G.S.R. 235(E) dated 31 March 2022)

Key takeaways
•

Companies and auditors should carefully
evaluate the amendments in the auditor’s
report as it could cover practically all
types of outflows/inflows including funds
advanced in the form of supplier
advances. Additionally, the term
‘intermediary’ has not been defined and
may also cover a branch, subsidiary,
associate or joint venture. It seems
whenever a company makes an
investment in another company, gives
loans or advances, it may have to put in
place a mechanism for tracking the end

use of the funds, where relevant, and also
take an end use confirmation from the
counterparty to provide this
representation letter to its auditor.
•

A company would need to ensure that
when dividend is declared, carried over
previous losses and depreciation not
provided in previous year or years are set
off against profit of the company for the
current year. Further, while calculating
the profits or reserves available for
distribution, due care has to be taken to
ensure that amount representing

unrealised gains, notional gain or
revaluation of assets and any change in
carrying amount of an asset or of a
liability on measurement of the asset or
the liability at fair value shall be excluded.
This is particularly relevant for companies
that are reporting under Ind AS, as the
extensive use of fair value in the
financials statements could result in such
amount being included in its profits or
reserves.
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15. Amendments to the certain Rules in the 2013 Act
IV. MCA notifies accounting standards for
SMCs under the 2013 Act

immediately preceding accounting
year

MCA through a notification dated 23 June
2021 issued the Companies (Accounting
Standards) Rules, 2021. The Accounting
Standards (AS) notified under the Rules
will be applicable to companies (other
than companies to which Ind AS are
applicable) including Small and Medium
sized Companies (SMCs) in the
preparation of financial statements.
The Rules prescribe revised definition of
a SMC to mean a company which meets
the following criteria as at the end of the
relevant accounting period:
–

–
–

Whose equity or debt securities are
not listed or are not in the process of
listing on any stock exchange,
whether in India or outside India

Which is not a bank, financial
institution or an insurance company
Whose turnover (excluding other
income) does not exceed INR250
crore (earlier INR50 crore) in the

–

Which does not have borrowings
(including public deposits) in excess
of INR50 crore (earlier INR10 crore) at
any time during the immediately
preceding accounting year and

–

Which is not a holding or subsidiary
company of a company which is not a
SMC.

The Central Government has recommended
the below Accounting Standards (ASs) issued
by the ICAI for SMCs:
–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–

AS 1, Disclosure of Accounting Policies
AS 2, Valuation of inventories
AS 3, Cash Flow Statements
AS 4, Contingencies and Events
Occurring After the Balance Sheet Date
AS 5, Net Profit or Loss for the Period,
Prior Period Items and Changes in
Accounting Policies
AS 7, Construction Contracts
AS 9, Revenue Recognition
AS 10, Property, Plant and Equipment

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

AS 12, Accounting for Government
Grants
AS 14, Accounting for Amalgamations
AS 15, Employee Benefits
AS 16, Borrowing Costs
AS 18, Related Party Disclosures
AS 19, Leases
AS 21, Consolidated Financial Statements
AS 25, Interim Financial Reporting
AS 26, Intangible Assets
AS 28, Impairment of Assets
AS 29, Provisions, Contingent Liabilities
and Contingent Assets.

Effective date: The AS are effective for
accounting periods beginning on or after 1
April 2021.
The notification also specifies that an existing
company, which was previously not a SMC
and subsequently becomes a SMC, would
not qualify for an exemption or relaxation in
respect of Accounting Standards available to
an SMC. To be eligible for the exemption, the
company should remain a SMC for two
consecutive accounting periods.
(Source: MCA notification dated 23 June 2021)
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16. Amendments to Ind AS including interest rate benchmark reform (phase 2)
On 18 June 2021, MCA issued the Companies Indian Accounting Standards (Ind AS) Amendments Rules, 2021 and made amendments to various Ind AS. Some of the key amendments
relate to the following standards:
Standard

Overview of the amendments
Additional disclosure requirements included relating to interest rate benchmark reform, they are as follows:

Ind AS 107, Financial
Instruments:
Disclosures

•

Nature and extent of risks to which the entity is exposed arising from financial instruments subject to interest rate benchmark reform and how the entity
manages these risks and

•

Entity’s progress in completing the transition to alternative benchmark rates and how the entity is managing the transition.

Effective date: An entity should apply the amendments when it applies amendments to Ind AS 109, Ind AS 104 or Ind AS 116.
A new paragraph has been included on changes in the basis for determining the contractual cash flows as a result of Interest rate Benchmark Reform (IBOR
reform).
As per the guidance provided, the basis for determining the contractual cash flows of a financial asset or financial liability can change in the following manner:

Ind AS 109, Financial
Instruments

•

By amending the contractual terms specified at the initial recognition of the financial instrument

•

In a way that was not considered by or contemplated in the contractual terms at the initial recognition of the financial instrument, without amending the
contractual terms

•

Due to the activation of an existing contractual term.

Guidance has been provided on accounting for modifications of contracts resulting from changes in the basis for determining the contractual cash flows as a
result of the IBOR reform.
Additionally, various exceptions and relaxations have been provided in terms of various aspects of hedge accounting.
Effective date: An entity should apply the amendments for annual reporting periods beginning on or after 1 April 2021.
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16. Amendments to Ind AS including interest rate benchmark reform (phase 2)
Standard

Overview of the amendments
In July 2020, MCA had issued amendments to Ind AS 116 with regard to COVID-19 related rent concessions. The aforementioned amendments introduced an
optional practical expedient that simplified how a lessee accounted for rent concessions that were a direct consequence of COVID-19. Under that practical
expedient a lessee was allowed to opt not to assess whether eligible rent concessions are lease modifications, and instead account for it under other
applicable guidance provided certain conditions are met.

Ind AS 116, Leases

MCA has extended the practical expedient by 12 months – i.e. by permitting lessees to apply it to rent concessions for which any reduction in lease payments
affects only payments originally due on or before 30 June 2022.
The 2021 amendments are effective for annual reporting periods beginning on or after 1 April 2021. Lessees are permitted to apply these amendments early,
including in financial statements not authorised for issue before the issuance of the 2021 amendment.
The 2021 amendments are applied retrospectively with the cumulative effect of initially applying it, being recognised in opening retained earnings. The
disclosure requirements of paragraph 28(f) of Ind AS 85, Accounting Policies, Changes in Accounting Estimates and Errors do not apply on initial application.
Additionally, guidance has been provided on accounting for modifications of lease contracts resulting from the IBOR reform.
The ICAI has developed the Conceptual Framework for Financial Reporting (the Conceptual Framework) under Ind AS, which corresponds to IASB’s revised
Conceptual Framework for Financial Reporting, 2018. The 2021 amendments aim to align certain standards with the Conceptual Framework.

References to
Conceptual Framework

For example, in Ind AS 102, Share-Based Payment definition of liabilities has been amended to ‘a present obligation of the entity to transfer an economic
resource as a result of past events’.

In Ind AS 103, the MCA clarified that for the purpose of this Ind AS, acquirers are required to apply the definitions of an asset and a liability given in the
Framework for Preparation and Presentation of Financial Statements with Indian Accounting Standards rather than the Conceptual Framework.
Other minor/clerical
changes

Other amendments refers to clerical changes, including rectification of certain errors, references or italics being brought in or some other minor changes to
bring in convergence with IFRS. For example, the definition of ‘recoverable amount’ has been updated in Ind AS 105, Ind AS 36 and Ind AS 16 by substituting
the term ‘fair value less cost to sell’ with ‘fair value less cost of disposal’. There is no significant impact of these changes.

5. Paragraph 28(f) of Ind AS 8 requires a company that initially applies a standard or amendment to disclose to the extent practicable, the effect of adopting the standard or amendments on each financial statement line item and on basic and diluted EPS, for the
current period and each prior period presented.
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16. Amendments to Ind AS including interest rate benchmark reform (phase 2)
Key takeaways
•

•

The amendments to Ind AS 109, Ind AS 107
and Ind AS 116 address issues that arise
during the reform of an interest rate
benchmark, including the replacement of one
benchmark with an alternative one and assist
companies in providing useful information to
the investors about the effects of interest rate
benchmark reform on financial statements.
A company will need to provide additional
information about:
a. The nature and extent of risks to which the
company is exposed arising from financial
instruments subject to IBOR reform and
how it manages those risks; and

b. The company’s progress in completing its
transition to alternative benchmark rates
and how it is managing that transition.
•

The amendments also allow a series of
exemptions from the regular, strict rules
around hedge accounting

•

The 2021 amendments have substituted the
references of the Framework for Preparation
and Presentation of Financial Statements
with Indian Accounting Standards in various
Ind AS with references to the Conceptual
Framework. This provides appropriate
guidance and a point of reference for
preparers of financial statements when
applying the Ind AS in question.

For a detailed read, please refer to KPMG in India’s First Notes ‘Ind AS amendments including inter-bank offered rate reforms and
extension of COVID-19 related rent concession’ dated 29 July 2021
(Source: MCA notification no. G.S.R. 419(E) dated 18 June 2021)
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17. RBI issued updates in the master directions on presentation and disclosures of
financial statements by banks
On 30 August 2021, RBI issued the RBI
(Financial Statements-Presentation and
Disclosures) Directions, 2021 (Master
Directions), which incorporates all the
guidelines, instructions and directives issued
by RBI to banks. This will enable banks to
have all current instructions on presentation
and disclosure in financial statements at one
place for reference. Key features of the
Master Directions are as follows:
•

•

b. Commercial banks shall ensure strict
compliance with the Accounting
Standards (AS) notified under the
Companies AS Rules, 2006 as
amended from time to time, subject
to directions or guidelines issued by
RBI. UCBs shall be guided by
announcements of the ICAI regarding
applicability8 of AS.
c.

Applicability: The Master Directions are
applicable to all commercial banks6 and
Urban Co-operative Banks (UCBs). The
Master Directions came into force from 30
August 20217.
Updates in the master directions: With
regard to the preparation of standalone
and consolidated financial statements, the
Master Directions clarify the following:
a. The format of the balance sheet and
profit and loss account for the banks
will be prescribed by the provisions
of the Banking Regulation Act, 1949.

•

While preparing the Consolidated
Financial Statements (CFS), where
different entities in a group are
governed by different accounting
norms laid down by the concerned
regulator, the balance sheet size may
be used to determine the dominant
activity and accounting norms
specified by its regulator may be
used for the consolidation of similar
transactions and events9.

updated some of the requirements or
added new disclosure and reporting
requirements. A summary of the updates
that have been prescribed in the Master
Directions has been given below10.
i.

Reserves and surplus: In its erstwhile
requirements, RBI required all
reserves to be disclosed separately
under the head, ‘Reserves and
Surplus’. The Master Directions now
require Reserves and Surplus to be
bifurcated under the following subheads:
a. Statutory reserves

b. Capital reserves
c.

Share premium

d. Revenue and other reserves
e. Balance in profit and loss
account.

Other updates: Apart from consolidating
various instructions and guidelines at one
place, the Master Directions have also

© 2022 KPMG Assurance and Consulting Services LLP, an Indian Limited Liability Partnership and a member firm of the KPMG global organization of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International Limited,
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6. All commercial banks include foreign banks, Local Area
Banks (LABs), Small Finance Banks (SFBs), Payment
Banks (PBs), corresponding new banks, Regional Rural
Banks (RRBs) and State Bank of India.
7. The Master Directions state ‘from the date these are
placed on the official website of the RBI.
8. As per prevailing announcements, co-operative banks are
classified as Level I enterprises. Level I enterprises are
required to comply with all accounting standards.
9. Where banking is the dominant activity, accounting
norms applicable to a bank shall be used for
consolidation purposes in respect of like transactions and
other events in similar circumstances
10. With the issue of the Master Directions, the instructions
and guidelines contained in circulars issued by RBI stand
repealed
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17. RBI issued updates in the master directions on presentation and disclosures of
financial statements by banks
Therefore, all revenue reserves such as
Investment Reserve Account and Investment
Fluctuation Reserve (which were earlier
disclosed separately under reserves and
surplus) would now be disclosed under
‘Revenue and Other Reserves’.
ii. Disclosure of regulatory capital: RBI had
prescribed the format for disclosure of
regulatory capital for banks. As per the
format, banks are required to provide
particulars of Tier 1 capital, Tier 2 capital
and other applicable ratios.

iii. RBI now requires commercial banks to
disclose the Leverage Ratio as one of the
ratios, while providing the disclosures on
regulatory capital, where the same is
applicable.
iii. Investments: Banks were earlier required
to categorise investments into Held to
Maturity (HTM), Available for Sale (AFS)
and Held for Trading (HFT) and bifurcate
their investments into – investments in
India and investments outside India.

As per the revised disclosure for
investments, banks will now be required to
provide details of the ‘composition of
investment portfolio’ in the following
manner11;

a. For each category of investment,
additional disclosure will be provided as
under:
Whether investments have been made in:
–

Government securities

–

Other approved securities

–

Shares

–

Debentures and bonds

–

Subsidiaries and/or joint ventures,
and

–

Others (to be specified).

b. This disclosure will be provided for
investments in India as well as
investments outside India.

iv. Investment Fluctuation Reserve: RBI has
added a new requirement to disclose the
closing balance of the Investment
Fluctuation Reserve as a percentage of
closing balance of investments in AFS
and HFT/current category.
v. Additional disclosures in asset quality:
Earlier, banks were required to classify
their advances and provisions held into
standard and Non-Performing Assets
(NPA). Additionally, they were required
to, inter alia, disclose details of
provisions (floating and non-floating
provisions) held and certain ratios i.e.,
the net NPA to net advances ratio and the
provision coverage ratio. In the
disclosures pertaining to asset quality,
banks are now required to disclose an
additional ratio of gross NPA to gross
advances.

vi. Disclosures relating to securitisation: RBI
has prescribed a format wherein banks
are required to provide details of the

securitised assets and the Special
Purpose Vehicles (SPVs) sponsored by
them. These disclosures, inter alia,
include the number of SPVs sponsored
by banks, total number and amount of
securitised assets as per SPV’s books,
total exposure retained by banks to
comply with Minimum Retention
Requirement (MRR) as on balance sheet
date, amount of exposures to securitised
transactions other than MRR. RBI now
requires banks to provide the following
additional disclosures with regard to
securitisation of assets:
a. Sale consideration received by the
bank for the securitised assets and
gain/loss on sale on account of
securitisation
b. Form and quantum (outstanding
value) of services provided by way of
credit enhancement, liquidity
support, post-securitisation servicing,
etc.

11. Further reiterated by Reserve Bank of India (Classification, Valuation and Operation of Investment Portfolio of Commercial Banks) Directions, 2021.
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17. RBI issued updates in the master directions on presentation and disclosures of
financial statements by banks
vii. Business ratios: RBI requires banks to
disclose certain business ratios, such as:
a. Interest income and non-interest
income as a percentage to works
fund12
b. Operating profit as a percentage to
works fund
c. Return on assets
d. Business (deposits plus advances)
per employee
e. Profit per employee
In addition to the aforementioned
business ratios, banks are now required
to disclose:
–

Cost of deposits, and

–

Net interest margin.

viii. Marketing and distribution fees: As part
of their ‘other disclosures’, banks are
now required to disclose the details of
fees/remuneration received in respect of
the marketing and distribution function
(excluding bancassurance business)
undertaken by them.
ix. Implementation of Ind AS: RBI requires
banks to provide an additional disclosure
regarding the strategy that would be
adopted by them for Ind AS
implementation, including the progress
made by them in this regard. These
disclosures will be provided until the
bank implements Ind AS.
12. Works fund is to be reckoned as average of total assets
(excluding accumulated losses, if any) as reported to RBI in
Form X for commercial banks and Form IX for UCBs, during
the 12 months of the financial year.

x. Interim financial reporting for
commercial banks: The RBI has
prescribed half yearly review of accounts
for all commercial banks, irrespective of
whether such banks are listed or not in
the format prescribed by the Department
of Supervision, Reserve Bank of India (or
National Bank for Agriculture and Rural
Development for RRBs).
xi. Payment of DICGC premium: RBI now
requires banks to provide disclosures on
payment of Deposit Insurance and Credit
Guarantee Corporation (DICGC) premium
and arrears in payment of the said
premium for the current year and the
previous year.
(Source: RBI notification no. RBI/DOR/2021-22/83 dated
30 August 2021)
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18. Prudential norms on income recognition, asset classification and provisioning
pertaining to advances
On 1 October 2021, RBI has issued a master
circular on matters relating to prudential
norms on Income Recognition, Asset
Classification and Provisioning (IRACP)
pertaining to advances.

interest, etc. should be clearly specified in
the loan agreement. Further, the borrower
should be apprised of the same at the time
of loan sanction and also at the time of
subsequent changes, if any, to the
sanctioned terms/loan agreement till full
repayment of the loan.

With a view to ensure uniformity in the
implementation of IRACP norms across all
lending institutions, on 12 November 2021,
RBI has issued certain clarifications which will
be applicable mutatis mutandis to all lending
institutions. Additionally, RBI vide a
notification dated 15 February 2022 provided
additional clarifications in this regard.

In cases of loan facilities with moratorium
on payment of principal and/or interest,
the exact date of commencement of
repayment should also be specified in the
loan agreements.

The clarification provided by RBI are as
follows:
•

Specification of due date/repayment date:
The extant instructions on IRACP norms
specify that an amount is to be treated as
overdue if it is not paid on the due date
fixed by the bank. In this context, RBI
clarified that the exact due dates for
repayment of a loan, frequency of
repayment, breakup between principal and

•

the lenders to recognise incipient stress in borrower accounts, immediately on default, by
classifying them as SMA. To remove ambiguity, RBI has clarified that the intervals are
intended to be continuous and accordingly, the basis for classification of SMA categories
shall be as illustrated in the table:

Loans other than revolving facilities

Loans in the nature of revolving facilities
like cash credit/overdraft

SMA subcategories

Basis for classificationOutstanding balance remains
continuously in excess of the
sanctioned limit or drawing
power, whichever is lower, for
a period of:

More than 30 days and up to
60 days

SMA-1

More than 30 days and up to 60
days

More than 60 days and up to
90 days

SMA-2

More than 60 days and up to 90
days

SMA subcategories

These instructions are required to be
complied with at the earliest, but not later
than 31 December 2021, in respect of
fresh loans. In case of existing loans,
compliance to these instructions shall
necessarily be ensured as and when such
loans become due for renewal/review.

Basis for classificationPrincipal or interest
payment or any other
amount wholly or partly
overdue

SMA-0

Up to 30 days

SMA-1

Classification as Special Mention Account
(SMA) and Non-Performing Asset (NPA):
RBI’s ‘Prudential Framework for Resolution
of Stressed Assets’ requires

SMA-2
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18. Prudential norms on income recognition, asset classification and provisioning
pertaining to advances
Further, it has been clarified that the date of
SMA/NPA shall reflect the asset classification
status of an account at the day-end of that
calendar date. The instructions on SMA
classification of borrower accounts are
applicable to all loans13, including retail
loans, irrespective of size of exposure of the
lending institution.

The circular clarifies that:

• Definition of ‘out of order’: The circular

–

clarifies that:
–

–

The definition of ‘out of order’, would
be applicable to all loan products
being offered as an overdraft facility,
including those not meant for
business purposes and/or which entail
interest repayments as the only
credits.
The ‘previous 90 days period’ for
determination of ‘out of order’ status
of a CC/OD account shall be inclusive
of the day for which the day-end
process is being run.

• Upgradation of accounts classified as
NPAs:

–

In case of borrowers having more than
one credit facility from a lending
institution, loan accounts would be
upgraded from NPA to standard asset
category only upon repayment of
entire arrears of interest and principal
pertaining to all the credit facilities.

With regard to the requirement to
upgrade accounts as ‘standard’ asset
only if entire arrears of interest and
principal are paid by the borrower,
NBFCs would have time till 30
September 2022 to put in place the
necessary systems to implement this
provision. All other instructions of the
Circular shall continue to be applicable
as per the timelines specified therein.

corresponding to the interest accrued
during such moratorium period need not
be reversed.

• NPA classification in case of interest
payments: In accordance with the master
circular dated 1 October 2021, in case of
interest payments, an account is classified
as NPA only if the interest due and
charged during any quarter is not serviced
fully within 90 days from the end of the
quarter. With a view to fully align with the
90 days delinquency norm as well as the
requirement to apply interest at monthly
rests, the above instructions are modified
as under:

• Income recognition policy for loans with
moratorium on payment of interest: The

In case of interest payments in respect of
term loans, an account will be classified as
NPA if the interest applied at specified
rests remains overdue for more than 90
days.

circular clarifies that if loans with
moratorium on payment of interest
(permitted at the time of sanction of the
loan) become NPA after the moratorium
period is over, the capitalised interest

These instructions are effective from 31
March 2022. Accordingly, in respect of any
borrower account which becomes
overdue on or after 31 March 2022, its
classification as an NPA shall be based on
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the account being overdue for more than
90 days.

• Consumer education: With a view to
increase awareness among the borrowers,
lending institutions should place
consumer education literature on their
websites, explaining with examples, the
concepts of date of overdue, SMA and
NPA classification and upgradation, with
specific reference to day-end process.
Lending institutions may also consider
displaying such consumer education
literature in their branches by means of
posters and/or other appropriate media.
Further, it shall also be ensured that their
front-line officers educate borrowers
about all these concepts, with respect to
loans availed by them, at the time of
sanction/disbursal/renewal of loans. These
instructions shall be complied with at the
earliest, but not later than 31 March 2022.
(Source: RBI notification no. RBI/2021-2022/125 dated 12
November 2021 and RBI/2021-2022/158 dated 15
February 2022)
13. Agricultural advances governed by crop season-based asset
classification norms shall be exempt from this instruction.
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19. Appointment of Statutory Central Auditors (SCAs)/Statutory Auditors (SAs) of
commercial banks, urban co-operative banks and non-banking finance companies
The RBI through its notification dated 27
April 2021, has prescribed guidelines for
appointment of SCAs/SA of commercial
banks (excluding Regional Rural Banks
(RRBs)), Urban Co-operative Banks (UCBs)
and Non-Banking Finance Companies
(NBFCs) (including Housing Finance
Companies) for FY2021-22 and onwards.
These guidelines supersede all previous
guidelines issued by RBI on the subject. The
key guidelines, inter alia, include the
following:

• Prior approval of RBI: Commercial Banks
(excluding RRBs) and UCBs will be
required to take prior approval of RBI
(Department of Supervision) for
appointment/reappointment of SCAs/SAs,
on an annual basis.

• Number of SCAs/SAs: For entities with
asset size of INR15,000 crore and above as
at the end of previous year, the statutory
audit should be conducted under joint
audit of a minimum of two audit firms

(partnership firms/Limited Liability
Partnerships (LLPs)). All other entities
should appoint a minimum of one audit
firm (partnership firm/LLP) for conducting
statutory audit. It should also be ensured
that joint auditors of the entity do not
have any common partners and they are
not under the same network of audit
firms.

• Independence of auditors: In case of
commercial banks (excluding RRBs) and
NBFCs (which are required to constitute
an audit committee of the board), the
Audit Committee of the Board (ACB)/Local
Management Committee (LMC) should
monitor and assess the independence of
auditors and conflict of interest position in
terms of relevant regulatory provisions,
standards and best practices. In case of
UCBs/remaining NBFCs, the board of
directors should monitor and assess the
independence of the auditors.

• Professional standards of SCAs/SAs:
The board/ACB/LMC of entities would
review the performance of SCAs/SAs on
an annual basis. Any serious
lapses/negligence in audit responsibilities
or conduct issues on part of the SCAs/SAs
or any other matter considered as relevant
should be reported to RBI within two
months from completion of the annual
audit. Such reports should be sent with
the approval/recommendation of the
board/ACB/LMC, with the full details of the
audit firm.

• Tenure and rotation: Entities will have to
appoint the SCAs/SAs for a continuous
period of three years, subject to the firms
satisfying the eligibility norms each year.
An audit firm would not be eligible for
reappointment in the same entity for six
years (two tenures) after completion of
full or part of one term of the audit tenure.
However, audit firms can continue to
undertake statutory audit of other entities.
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•

One audit firm can concurrently take up
statutory audit of a maximum of four
commercial banks (including not more
than one Public Sector Bank (PSB) or one
All-India Financial Institution (NABARD,
SIDBI, NHB, EXIM Bank or RBI), eight
UCBs and eight NBFCs during a particular
year, subject to compliance with required
eligibility criteria and other conditions for
each entity and within overall ceiling
prescribed by any other statutes or rules.

• Statutory audit policy and appointment
procedure: Each entity should formulate a
board/LMC approved policy to be hosted
on its official website/public domain and
formulate necessary procedure
thereunder to be followed for
appointment of SCAs/SAs.
(Source: RBI notification no. RBI/2021-22/25 dated 27
April 2021)
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20. RBI clarification on compensation of a bank’s whole-time director/CEO/material risk
takers and control function staff
On 4 November 2019, the RBI had issued
updated guidelines on compensation of
Whole-Time Directors (WTD)/Chief Executive
Officers (CEOs)/material risk takers and
control function staff (directors and officers)
of banks (the guidelines). As per the
guidelines, banks were permitted to
compensate their directors and officers by
way of a fixed pay and a variable pay. The
variable pay could be in the form of sharelinked instruments or a mix of cash and
share-linked instruments.
Paragraph 2.1.2(f) of the guidelines require
share-linked instruments to be fair valued on
the date of grant by the bank using BlackScholes model. The fair value thus arrived at
should be recognised as an expense
beginning with the accounting period for
which approval has been granted.

The RBI observed that the banks were not
recognising grant of the share-linked
compensation as an expense in their books
of account concurrently. Therefore, on
30 August 2021, RBI clarified that the fair
value of the shares-linked instruments
should be recognised as an expense at the
beginning with the accounting period for
which approval has been granted.
Banks should ensure compliance with the
clarifications for all share-linked instruments
granted after the accounting period ending
31 March 2021.
(Source: RBI notification no. RBI/2021-22/95 dated 30
August 2021)
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21. The table below provides an overview of some important publications released by the
ICAI during the year
Publications

Particulars
1. Revised guidance notes on Schedule III to the 2013 Act (January 2022 edition):
In light of the recent amendments to Schedule III of the 2013 Act, ICAI has issued the following revised guidance notes:

Guidance Notes

–

Guidance note on Division I – Non Ind AS Schedule III to the 2013 Act

–

Guidance note on Division II – Ind AS Schedule III to the 2013 Act

–

Guidance note on Division III – Schedule III to the 2013 Act for NBFC that is required to comply with Ind AS

The revised guidance notes have been modified to incorporate comprehensive guidance on the additional disclosure requirements.
2. Guidance note on audit of banks (2022 edition):
The guidance note is divided into two Sections i.e. Section A - Statutory Central Audit and Section B - Bank Branch Audit. It also contains various Appendices
like illustrative formats of engagement letter, auditor’s report both in case of nationalized banks and banking companies, management representation letter and
the text of master directions, master circulars and other relevant circulars issued by the RBI.
3. Revised guidance note on accounting for derivative contracts (2021 version):
The objective of this guidance note is to provide guidance on recognition, measurement, presentation and disclosure for derivative contracts so as to bring
uniformity in their accounting and presentation in the financial statements.
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21. The table below provides an overview of some important publications released by the
ICAI during the year
Publications

Particulars
1. Implementation Guide to Standard on Auditing (SA) 210, Agreeing the Terms of Audit Engagements (January 2022 edition):
The implementation guides provide solutions to practical problems being faced by auditors in implementing SA in their audit engagements. It contains
frequently asked questions and their responses, templates, checklists, case studies, etc., as appropriate.

2. Implementation Guide to Standard on Auditing (SA) 560, Subsequent Events (January 2022 edition):
Implementation guides
and educational material

The Implementation Guide has been written in simple and easy to understand language in a “Question–Answer” format containing frequently asked
questions (FAQs) on SA 560 and responses to those FAQs.
3. Educational material on Ind AS 41, Agriculture (February 2022):
The educational material provides guidance in the form on Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) on various practical issues that the preparers of financial
statements face while applying this Ind AS.
1. Indian Accounting Standard (Ind AS): An Overview (Revised 2021):

The publication contains basic aspects of Ind AS in a summarised manner, differences between Ind AS and AS and IFRS, while significantly capturing all
the recent amendments in Ind AS.
Other publications
2. FAQs on CSR (May 2021):
In May 2021, the ICAI issued some Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) on accounting for amounts to be incurred towards Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR) pursuant to the Companies (CSR Policy) Amendment Rules, 2021.
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22. EACs issued by ICAI during the year ended 31 March 2022
Topic

Month

Presentation of interest earned from deployment of surplus funds with banks (AS and Schedule III – Division I)

March 2022

Accounting treatment in the Company’s standalone financial statements for the Corporate Guarantee (Deed of Guarantee) issued by the company being parent company to
banks/suppliers/service providers on behalf of its step-down subsidiary company (Ind AS)

February 2022

Accounting treatment of Compulsorily Convertible Debentures (CCDs) by the issuer under Ind AS 32, Financial Instruments: Presentation

January 2022

Allocation of manpower cost during project implementation phase under Ind AS 16, Property Plant and Equipment

December 2021

Accounting treatment under Ind AS for financial year 2019-20 for research expenses in case of a new company formed for setting up of new urea plant and is under construction
phase under Ind AS 38, Intangible Assets

November 2021

Accounting treatment of government grants under Ind AS 20, Accounting for Government Grants and Disclosure of Government Assistance
Presentation of change in non-current asset in Cash Flow Statement (Ind AS)
Measurement of residual value of Property, Plant and Equipment/Intangible Assets as a percentage to ‘Original Cost’ as mentioned in the 2013 Act vis-à-vis ‘Deemed Cost’
referred to in Ind AS 101

October 2021
September 2021
August 2021

Accounting treatment of expenditure incurred for configuration design study of integrated refinery cum petrochemical project (Ind AS)

July 2021

Method of accounting to be followed by the society under the Societies Registration Act, 1860 and a Public Trust under the Bombay Public Trusts Act, 1950 (AS 9)

June 2021

Disclosure of changes in inventory of scrap in the statement of profit and loss (Ind AS)

May 2021

Amortisation of stamp duty and registration charges paid/payable towards execution of mining lease deeds (Ind AS)

April 2021

(Source: The Chartered Accountant – ICAI Journal for the period April 2021 to March 2022)
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Our publications
Accounting and Auditing Update: Issue no. 68 – March 2022

In this edition of Accounting and Auditing Update (AAU), we have
summarised the key proposals issued by the SEC. The U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC) on 21 March 2022 proposed rules on climate
disclosure requirements. The proposals would require a domestic or a
foreign registrant to include certain climate related information in its
registration statements and periodic report such as Form 10-K. The
proposals require disclosure of climate-related risks, and their actual or
likely material impacts on a company’s business, strategy and outlook.

Additionally, we have highlighted
key principles from a recent Expert
Advisory Committee (EAC) opinion
on the topic of recognising directly
attributable expenses to bring the
asset to the location and condition
necessary for it to be capable of
operating in the manner intended
by management read with Ind AS 16,
Property, Plant and Equipment.

First Notes
SEBI mandates Ind AS for Mutual Funds
22 March 2022

On 25 January 2022, SEBI vide a notification issued the SEBI (Mutual
Funds) (Amendment) Regulations, 2022. As per this notification, the
financial statements and accounts of MF schemes will be prepared in
accordance with Indian Accounting Standards (Ind AS). Additionally, SEBI
vide a circular dated 4 February 2022 (the circular) provided certain
guidelines on accounting with respect
to Ind AS for MFs. The circular also
provides specific formats of the financial
statements to be prepared for the MF
schemes under Ind AS. The requirements
of the circular will become applicable from
1 April 2023.
In this First Notes, we have identified key
considerations arising from adoption of
Ind AS by MFs along with our comments.

The publication also provides an overview regulatory and financial
reporting developments in India.
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